
Snakes and Ladders Game 1 First 100 Fry Sight Words  

the is on Finish 

he and that was 

in to    it a 

that  the is for 

it a on you 

for and in was 

Start you to he 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



 Snakes and Ladders Game 2 First 100 Fry Sight Words  

are with be Finish 

his as this have 

they from   I are 

have with at as 

with be his they 

this I this from 

Start they at have 

  

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 3 First Hundred Fry Sight Words 

or words by Finish 

all one when not 

were not we had 

words but one what 

when by    all were 

we had were but 

Start or what words 

  

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 4 First 100 Fry Sight Words 

your how said Finish 

she use do their 

which if your each 

each said use there 

there which an she 

how their do if 

Start said an which 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 5 First 100 Fry Sight Words 

will then about Finish 

many out these so 

other up them some 

so her will out 

some about then these 

them other out up 

Start about many her 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 6 First 100 Fry Sight Words 

would time into Finish 

more two him write 

like make go has 

has look more go 

two see like him 

write time look see 

Start into make would 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 7 First 100 Fry Sight Words 

number than could Finish 

called been people oil 

could my who way 

first water number no 

who way called people 

oil than first my 

Start been no water 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game 8 First 100 Fry Sight Words 

sit may long Finish 

part find made day 

did come sit down 

now part get day 

come long find may 

made down day come 

Start get now did 

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 

 



Snakes and Ladders Game __ First 100 Fry Sight Words 

   Finish 

    

    

    

    

    

Start    

 

Instructions: All players begin on the ‘start’ box at the bottom of the game. Roll one die 
and move your object to the appropriate box. Read each word you move over as you go. If 

you don’t read each word, you must go back to where you started and the next player 
takes their turn. If a player doesn’t know a word he should use his reading strategies. 

Players can ask other players for help. Each player must find their way to the ‘finish’ box 
at the top of the game by reading the words correctly. Avoid landing on the snake heads 
and sliding down and try to climb ahead by moving up the ladders. Variation: When landing 

on a word, players can put that word into a sentence as well as reading it. 
 


